Abstract
Introduction
Gross Margin management is one of the most important and one of the most complex areas in managing financial results of the companies. Companies which have higher gross margin tend to be more profitable and tend to have stronger free cash flow -high cash flow can be returned to shareholders or re-invested into the business, allowing the business to expand, without having to rely on debt. These companies are more resilient to external environment -impact from change in macroeconomics or actions of competitors. Gross margin management is complex task especially because gross margin can't be too high or too low in order to deliver maximum sales and profit and this is different comparing to management of operating expenses or cash flow where in many cases minimising expenses or inventory, accounts receivable etc. means maximising profit and cash flow. Gross margin management is even more complex in companies with large assortment of productscustomers' behaviour influenced by merchandising decisions of the company impact product mix, product mix impacts actual cost of merchandising decisions and actual gross margin and gross profit.
Nowadays gross margin is quite widely discussed in business context -it is presented and 7 explained by companies to shareholders and analysts, consulting companies are ready to propose gross margin increase strategies as well exists quite extensive scientific research analysing separate gross margin aspects or decisions which impact gross margin. The problem is that due to the reason the subject is very wide therefore there is a lack of integrated approach to gross margin where gross margin analysis are linked to decisions and company strategy which should help select needed decisions. Cost accounting theory provides analyses of contribution or gross profit expressed in money terms but does not translate it to margin impact expressed in percentage points which is extremely important for companies with large product assortment. As well cost accounting is focusing on financial aspect in this way loosing link to merchandising and sales promotion. On the other side merchandising and sales promotion researches are focusing on sales and marketing side without the link to finance. The objective of this article is to present framework which would allow understanding gross margin and gross profit drivers, linking it to product merchandising and strategic decisions and allowing using it in companies which have big assortment of products.
Gross profit and gross margin as performance indicators are chosen in order to make the framework practically easy applicable. Classical cost accounting (Horngren, Datar, Rajan, 2010) proposes contribution margin indicator which additionally takes into account expenses directly related to analysed situation or decision. In this article and in my proposed solution I limit analyses to the gross profit and gross margin without taking into account operating expenses for the simplicity purposes:
Companies with large assortment is complex enough therefore business and decision analyses should be split into smaller steps. Gross profit and gross margin analyses should be one of the first steps.
Companies which do not have developed sophisticated performance analyses system as a step 1 can start with my proposed gross margin analyses. Later on after the company is used and fully understand gross profit and gross margin it can add on operating expenses to their analyses and move to contribution margin indicator as a step 2. Only those merchandising decisions which directly impact financial result are in scope for this article, the impacts of these decisions can be measured by the proposed framework. So impacts of pricing, offers and promotions, up-sell, cross-sell, sampling and similar decisions are measured by the proposed framework. Merchandising elements such as visualisation, store design etc. with no direct attribution to financial result is out of scope for the proposed gross margin management framework.
Research on different aspects of Gross Margin or Merchandising decisions impacting gross margin is quite extensive, I would like to mention those most related to this article- Hurlbut (2005) states important aspects of gross margin management and lists most common mistakes related to gross margin in retail industry; Cushman (2011) links merchandising decisions to financials mostly for small business; Shah & Kumar (2012) analyse merchandising decisions, specifically cross-selling, impact on customers behaviour and impact on company profit; Goldratt, Eshkoli & Brownleer (2009) present a problem when incorrect merchandising and sales promotion decisions dilute financial performance of large assortment selling business, solution based on theory of constraints aligns merchandising decisions to right strategy which allows considerably improve profit, margin and return. Consulting companies propose ready to implement solutions directed to gross margin management -e.g. Boulder group's integrated gross margin improvement program focuses on gross margin management process, strategic and tactical decisions; Siburg Company has a margin increase solution focusing on pricing, cost and other gross margin drivers.
Theoretical background -Gross profit, Gross Margin and its' variances in the context of merchandising decisions
Gross profit is the difference between revenue and cost of goods sold. Gross Margin is the ratio of gross profit to revenue. Depends on situation or decision analyzed both or one of these two performance indicators can be more suitable. For merchandising decisions in company with large 8 assortment of products gross profit expressed in money terms needs to be used when measuring financial result on the level of all product assortment or on the level of big product group. This allows to see what is the overall financial result without digging into details. Gross margin expressed in percentage is more useful when we look at the details -e.g. we can't plan exactly the gross profit from particular product because we don't know exact quantities we are going to sell because customer has wide range of similar products to choose in companies with large assortment. Differently to gross profit, gross margin can be planned quite exact on product level as company itself sets price, defines discount, promotional offer etc. and company knows the cost to produce or buy. As well margins expressed in percentage are more suitable when comparison between products or product groups needs to be done as gross profit expressed in money terms can vary very much depending on product is expensive or not, is on promotion or sold at regular price etc. Therefore both indicators -gross profit and margin are important to track when making and analyzing merchandising decisions.
Cost accounting theory has variance analyses which can split profit variance into groups based on nature of variance. Bhimani, Horngren (2008) define selling price, cost per unit and quantities sold variances. Sold quantities variance is further split into sales-mix variance and salesvolume variance. I am using these classical cost accounting variances as a building blocks for the gross margin management framework. Table 1 presents how the proposed framework simplifies (marked grey) and enhances (marked light blue) the variances of cost accounting. 
Gross profit and Gross margin variances
From gross profit (1) and gross margin (2) formulas we can see that variance can occur due to change in Price, Cost and quantities or in other words different mix sold.
GP -gross profit; GM -gross margin; P -price of specific product excl. value added tax; C -cost of specific product per unit; Q -quantity of specific product sold.
To calculate variances formulas (3-6) should be used, alternatively 4 scenarios need to be calculated and difference of gross profit and margin between scenarios would show variance:
Sales quantity or Volume variance can be obtained by proportionally reducing all the units in base scenario in order to arrive at actual units sold while prices per product and costs per unit need to stay as in base scenario. Difference of Gross profit and margin between this recalculated scenario (example in Table 4 ) and base scenario ( Figure 1 .
An Q -quantity in units of product n actually sold;
AT Q -total quantity of all units actually sold, from product 1 to product n;
BT Q -total quantity of units projected to sell in base scenario, e.g. budget or last year;
An P -Actual price per unit of product n; It is very important to make calculations in the order as described above -first calculate volume then mix then price and lastly cost variance. Calculation of scenarios in different order would give different result and would not have economic sense -e.g. if by mistake we calculate price variance by keeping budgeted units and costs, replacing prices to actual and comparing it to budget scenario then in case of price increases we would observe overestimated pricing impact as difference in price we would multiply by budgeted volume which probably was higher when price increase was not planned.
In companies with large assortment of products volume variance can be meaningless if company sells very different products especially when price points are very different. In such case decrease in volume of expensive product does not have equal economic meaning as decrease in volume of cheap product. Solution would be to measure volume variance by comparable product categories and after that to group volume variance together with mix variance when comparing on the level of all assortment. Formulas 3-6 calculates gross profit variances. To calculate gross margin variances we can do multiple recalculations as presented in tables 2-7, but for the large assortment it would be resource consuming therefore already having gross profit variances it is easy to translate it to gross margin variances. Formulas were derived by the author of this article using algebraic formulas derivation method. As we know volume variance has no margin impact therefore in all cases gross margin impact due to volume will be equal to zero. Gross margin Mix, Price, Cost variances can be calculated using formulas 7-9. 
% GM Var Price -Gross margin price variance for all assortment or part of the assortment expressed in gross margin points; % GM CostVar -Gross margin cost variance for all assortment or part of the assortment expressed in gross margin points; % GM MixVar -Gross margin mix variance for all assortment or part of the assortment expressed in gross margin points; Var Price -Gross profit price variance expressed in money terms; CostVar-Gross profit cost variance expressed in money terms; AT C -Actual total cost of all assortment or part of the assortment, can be taken from P&L report; 12 AT S -Actual total sales of all assortment or part of the assortment, can be taken from P&L report; % AT
GM
-Gross margin of all assortment or part of the assortment in Actual scenario, can be taken from P&L report; % BT
-Gross margin of all assortment or part of the assortment in Base scenario, can be taken from P&L report.
Merchandising decisions impact all 4 types of variances. Usual logic of merchandising is to invest in gross margin in order to increase sales and gross profit. Table 8 presents examples of offers used and its' impact on gross profit and gross margin through variances in situation when company increase spending in the offers versus base scenario. If company decrease spending in the offers then impacts on variances are opposite to those mentioned in the table. 
Gross margin management framework
Now we know that gross profit and margin needs to be analyzed by calculating variances which helps to identify the reason or driver for increase or decrease in profit and margin. To apply this theory in practice and make it meaningful in managing the company we need to take into account company strategy and merchandising decisions which are made to drive sales. Combining strategy and merchandising decisions with gross margin/profit variances analyzes allows to measure where do we go in terms of direction defined by strategy and ensures merchandising decisions are aligned with strategy.
Strategy will give us an answer to question -how company does want to develop. Let's say company has a strategy to grow through introducing new products. In this case our gross profit and margin analysis needs to split all assortment into groups depending on time of products introduction. After calculating gross profit and gross margin investment or di-investment for each group we know exactly how much and where do we invest in each product group. Similarly company can have a strategy to grow through few strategic categories of product and finance the growth through price increases in price non-sensitive products. In this case we split assortment into groups based on strategic priorities and measure investment (di-investment) for each group separately. Figure 2 presents example where we can see that company was driving new products by investing in cost (improvement of product quality or stronger merchandising offer of the new product impacting cost variance) and at the same time increasing prices and growing volume in this product group. Last year's products were increasing volume due to decrease in prices and at the same time company was saving on cost of last year's products. Overall result was deteriorated by products which finish life cycle -volume was declining even with price decreases and decline of gross profit from these products were not off-set by newly introduced products therefore overall gross profit and margin of the company declined. Merchandising decisions drive sales and growth of gross profit. It is very important to measure success and impact of each decision therefore to have good quality of information we can split all assortment of products by type of promotion and measure success of each offer. If discounting decision with X points of margin and Y dollars gross profit investment in pricing results in greater volume and mix variance then the offer is successful and in this way we can measure return of each type of offer. For example return on investment of sampling offer described in table 8 can be calculated by dividing overall gross profit increase driven by sampling by cost variance of sampling offer.
The gross margin management framework analyses assortment by splitting it into groups 15 depending on company strategy and each promotion type within assortment is analysed separately. Investment or divestment is measured by calculating gross profit and gross margin variances (Figure 3 ).
• 
Why is not enough to measure only gross profit variance
Classical cost accounting measures profit or contribution variances where variance is expressed in money terms. The framework proposed by this article additionally measures margin variance. It is important to understand not only gross profit but as well gross margin variance as gross margin variance gives additional dimension to understand behavior of customers. Figure 4 presents top level two-dimensional customer behavior analysis when both dimensions gross profit and gross margin variance are analyzed. Going deeper into variances we still need to look at both profit variance and margin variance, e.g. Figure 5 presents example of conclusions which can be made when analyzing inter-relation of gross margin mix variance with gross profit volume variance. Similarly when analyzing particular offer, e.g. discounting we can see what has happened to price variance in relationship to quantity and together quantity and mix variance. Gross margin price variance is the input to analyze offers impacting prices such as discounting -if price variance was negative means company invested in the offer more than in base scenario (e.g. last year) and if quantity variance was positive means customers liked the offer, if gross profit quantity and mix variance was positive this discounting offer didn't cannibalize other offers. This article is limited with description of few situations when analyzing gross profit and margin variance as it is impossible to list all the situations and present big variety of conclusions which are possible to make by using the proposed framework and analyzing big assortment by business using two dimensions -gross profit and gross margin combined with classical 4 variances -price, cost, volume, mix.
Conclusions
Both gross margin and gross profit need to be analyzed when evaluating strategic and merchandising decisions of the company.
Companies with large assortment of products have to rely on gross margin management vs. gross profit management when planning at a detailed level.
Classical price, cost, mix, volume variance is a tool to analyze gross profit and margin drivers. Profit and margin variance formulas allow to make calculations in shorter way without the need of multiple recalculations.
Gross margin management framework presented in the article allows to evaluate strategic decisions and calculate return of different merchandising offers. 
